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Amanda Palmer (TED.com), "The Art of Asking" 

 

Introduction 

What can you see in the following pictures? Look at the vocabulary below the pictures, which 

picture(s) do you think they could be used to describe (some could be used for more than one, some 

are difficult to match to any picture)? 

 

 
  

 

   

 

  

a freak to beg a gig the sidewalk 

a punk squat crowdsurfing tortillas a crash pad 

to stand on a box home-cooked food to yell a living statue 

to strip an eight-foot bride a public space a hangover 

to get harassed onstage a can at your feet couchsurfing 

shameful a gesture of sadness 
and longing 

backstage falling into the 
audience 

 

Video - The Music Business 

 

You are going to watch a video in which a pop singer talks about the music industry. Look at the 

quote below, what do you think it means? Do you agree? What themes do expect to be discussed in 

the video? 

 

"Don't make people pay for music; let people pay for music." 

 

 

 

Picture Credits: Kathy Mockett, David Peterman, Martin Clyde, Luis Pedro de Castro, Lindsey Byrnes, Neil Gaiman 
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Watch the section of the video from 07:06 to 09:43, does the quote above make more sense? 

Do you know of any other artists who have offered their music to the public in a similar way? Have 

you heard of any other alternative ways of releasing music? 

 

Full Video 

Now watch the video in full and answer the questions. 

 

00:00 - 02:45 

1. What was Amanda's job after graduating? 

2. How long did she do it? 

3. What did she do if someone gave her money? 

4. What was the harassment that she used to receive? 

5. Was her income consistent? 

Optional Discussion Questions 

Do you have street artists in your city? Are they a good addition to your city? 

Do you understand the feeling of "shame" Amanda describes? 

Do you know anyone who has an "alternative" way of earning their income? 

 

02:45 - 04:33 

1. Why did Amanda quit being a statue? 

2. What did Amanda do to try and keep the human connections she experienced on the box? 

3. Why did Amanda track down local musicians and artists? 

4. How did Twitter change Amanda's life? 

5. What happened when Amanda tweeted about needing a "neti pot"? 

Optional Discussion Questions 

Have you ever met a musician before or after a concert?  

Do you use Twitter? What for? 

Do you ever use social media to ask for help? 

 

04:33 - 07:10 

1. What is the reason Amanda gives for preferring "punk squats" over mansions when 

couchsurfing? 

2. What happened when Amanda went couchsurfing in Miami? 

3. What was different about her experience in Manhattan? How did it turn out? 

 

Optional Discussion Questions 

 

Would you ever try couchsurfing? 

Would you feel ashamed or afraid if you had to ask for help as Amanda describes in the talk? 
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07:10 - 11:28 

1. How many copies of her debut album were sold? What was the record label's response? 

2. Why did the guy give Amanda a $10 bill after a gig? 

3. What was Amanda's plan of action with Grand Theft Orchestra? Did it work? 

4. How many people helped Amanda in her crowd funding project? 

5. What was the media reaction to the project? 

6. Why did Amanda get criticism online? 

Optional Discussion Questions 

How do you feel about music piracy and downloading? 

How much would voluntarily give your favourite artist if they released a new album? 

Have you or would you ever consider crowd funding to raise money for something? What? 

Could this be the future of the music industry? 

 

11:28 - End 

1. Does Amanda see the internet as a positive thing in helping people connect? 

Optional Discussion Questions 

Which groups/artists today make personal connections with their fans? How do they do it? 

Do you agree that the internet can help artists connect with their public? 

What do you think about the idea that we mustn't be afraid to ask for help without shame? 

Would you dare ask your boss for a raise if you thought you deserved it? 

 

Grammar Extra - Asking Someone to Do Something (Use of the Infinitive) 

 

Certain verbs can be helpful when we want another person to do something for us; want, need, 

would like, ask... 

 

These verbs all follow the same grammatical structure in this context. Look at this example: 

 

 

 

 

subject + verb (want, need, would like) + object + verb (infinitive) 

I want you to clean the dishes. 

I  would like you to not touch my things. 

I am asking you to be reasonable. 

 

Speaking - Problem Housemate 

Imagine you have a housemate who is a little problematic. Write down five things they could do to 

annoy you and ask them to stop using the grammatical construction. Have short role plays with a 

classmate or your teacher playing the problem housemate. Ask them to change their behaviour and 

try to resolve the situation. 

I want you to take the trash out when it's full... 


